Revising Essay IV

**Note: Cover sheets for Essay IV revisions are in a separate document.

1) Format
Each of you should turn in a complete set of letters in your portfolio. The letters should be single spaced and should run continuously. At the top of your 1st page should be:

Consumer Culture 03 (or 06)
Essay IV, revised
Money Matters (title)
Letters between Brett Mitchell and Jacklyn Wang
December 11, 2002

Your letters should begin

From: Brett Mitchell

Dear Jacklyn (or Jackie):

--and they should end

Regards, (or another close of your choice)
Brett

2) As you revise
I think most of you would benefit from worrying less about whether you’re “on point” and letting your interchange be more organic—i.e., really listening and taking cues from each other. This is particularly true in the series that are feeling repetitious. Don’t be afraid to make a new point! And, even though most of you still need to work more with our readings, don’t be afraid to use personal experience. The places where you do use your own experience make the letters come alive.